By means of the energy balance equation for a cylindrically symmetric arc an expression is derived which shows the thermal conductivity of an arc plasma to be equal to the product of the so-called form factor and the derivative of el. power input with respect to the centre temperature. The form factor is a measure of the radial distribution of the el. conductivity and can vary theoretically between 0.5<2n Fel<oo. Practical reasoning confirmed by experimental evidence limits the upper value to 1.5. In the case of an arc in nitrogen the form factor was found to vary between 0.77 and 1.23 over a range of arc current from 10 to 200 Amps, the peak value occurring at 30 Amps. Variation of the form factor with core formation is explained with a two channel arc model. In an appendix to this paper J. BOERSMA shows that it yields maximum form factors, while the single channel model is to be associated with the minimum form factor 2n/;'el= ~. The new method permits to judge the influence of the radiation losses on the determination of thermal conductivity as well as an estimate of the error of the results.
Introduction
Over the years a number of investigators have reported results of computations and/or measurements of the thermal conductivity of arc plasmas. The highlights of some of this information are summarized in the literature 1.
The foundation of the experimental technique of determining the thermal conductivity of high temperature gases is formed by the energy balance equation 2, 3 of a constant pressure cylindrically symmetric arc. 
where o-=electrical conductivity, E=potential gradient, u =spec. radiated power, T= temperature, r =radial variable, ~c* =thermal conductivity including diffusion.
To illustrate this, two methods will be outlined: BURHORN 4 obtained the thermal conductivity of Nitrogen from measurements of the radial temperature distribution of a steady state arc burning within the bore of the well-known "cascade" arrangement s. From the temperature distribution the temperature gradient was derived graphically. The electrical conductivity as a function of electron density was computed utilizing appropriate collision cross sections and converted to a function of the arc radius. These data together with the measured potential gradient of the arc column yielded the thermal conductivity according to the formula E 2 fa(r) rdr ~*= o dT (2) r dr (This result follows from Eq. (1) when radiation is neglected.) Despite uncertainties in the collision cross sections and inherent inaccuracies in the computation of the particle densities and the graphical differentiation, BURHORN'S semi-experimental thermal conductivity agrees reasonably well with his theoretical results.
More recently SCHMITZ and PATT 6 published the so-called Polygon method. From measured radial temperature distributions split up into a number of discrete intervals, and corresponding arc current and radiated power, polygon approximations of a(T) and u(T) are obtained. Upon substitution of these data into the integral form of the energy balance equation, integration yields the thermal conductivity. The computational procedure of this method appears rather elaborate, but the results are claimed to be very accurate depending mainly on the exactness of the temperature measurement.
Thermal Conductivity by Means of Form Factor
In the following a new and simpler method of determining the thermal conductivity will be proposed. It requires measurement of the el. power input, of the radiation loss and of the centre temperature of a cylindrically symmetric arc.
It is observed that for every assumed cylindrical arc model solutions of the energy balance equation of the steady state arc presuppose or yield an equation for the electrical conductivity in terms of the arc radius r. UHLENBUSCH 7 gives an excellent summary of some of these models, found elsewhere in the literature. From his thesis we quote the following examples: Any of these preceding functions a(r) satisfies the energy balance equation (1). Conversely any particular function or(r) must produce via the energy balance equation a particular arc model. Accordingly we assume there is a general function a = aof(r ) which describes the spatial distribution of the electrical conductivity of a cylindrically symmetric, steady state arc burning within a cylinder of radius R. At r =R the temperature is maintained at Tw (generally T w is put equal 0). For r=0 a second boundary condition is given by dT/dr = 0. A general solution of the energy balance equation (1) (radiation will be neglected initially)
is sought for = ~o f(r).
(5) 
0 0
Substituting 0"o E2 as given by (7) into (6) Strictly speaking F~ is not constant with respect to the centre temperature. But if we restrict application of (9) to a small region of a Pe~ vs. Tr plot for which the radial a distribution is reasonably fixed in form, then the corresponding Fe~ is nearly constant. Thus for piece-wise application of formula (9) we have the important relation ~c, (To)= Fel dP~l (11) ate for the determination of the thermal conductivity as a function of the centre temperature.
Form Factor of Known Arc Models
As will be seen in the following it is justified to consider Fel as a constant, at least in first approximation, because it is only weakly dependent on the radial distribution of the electrical conductivity. For example for the previously cited arc models (3a) to (3c) 2z Fol can be shown by direct computation using (10) to be 2~z Eel = 0.5 (channel and parabola model), (12a, b)
The exponential model is an exception and will be treated later in this paper. The weak dependence of Fol onf(r) is further demonstrated by considering the function f(r)= 1--with 0<m< oo.
By means of (10) we obtain m+4 2re Fel =2(m +2) "
In the special cases m =0, 1, 2, 0o the results of Table 1 follow from (14) (but note that (df/dr)r = o # 0 when 0 < m < 1). 
This result does not change when we consider a third order power series approximation of the radial distribution of the electrical conductivity of an arc. Thus letting f(r)=bo +b 1 r +b 2 rZ +b3 r 3.
(16) With the conditions
Substituting this expression into (10) integration gives 9 3 2 zc Fo~ =-~--~ 6+2KR "
With the additional condition that f(r) (Eq. (18)) is decreasing from r=0 to r=R, i.e. df/dr<O, it is readily verified that O<KR<=3 and hence 0.95>2zcF~>0.7.
Again the form factor is within the limits of inequality (15).
As stated earlier the exponential arc model (3d) is an exceptional case in as far as the electrical conductivity does not vanish until the arc radius approaches infinity. If we rewrite expression (3 d) in the form
and substitute (22) into (10) one obtains
R 2
At the arc boundary and the arc centref(r) assumes the values
We define now R to be a fictitious arc radius such that the corresponding el. conductivity is very much less than at the arc centre, then
If we express R in terms of N, viz. R =]//~-Z_ 1, then (23) can be written as
The right hand side of (26) is an increasing function of N when N> l, hence the lower limit of the form factor 2• F~I is given in this case by
To estimate roughly an upper limit of the form factor we consider a high current arc in Nitrogen with a centre temperature of T> 15000 ~ The corresponding electrical conductivity is of the order of a(Tc)~ 100 (Ohm cm)-1 ref. 9. Assume that at the fictitious arc boundary the electrical conductivity has decayed to a value of o-(R)=l, then NZ= 100/1. Using (25) the not completely unrealistic arc radius becomes R = 3 cm, while (26) yields 2re F~1=1.28. Accordingly also the exponential arc model gives values of 2~z Eel of the order of 1, when use of a fictitious arc boundary is made. However, when no restrictions are imposed on R, the form factor does not have a finite upper bound.
9 EDGES, H.: 108, No. 37, 55 (1961) .
So far we have considered particular radial distributions of the electrical conductivity and found 2~ Fel's between 0.5 and appr. 1. In the following an attempt will be made to estimate the form factor in case of core formation of an arc, how it depends on the diameter of the high temperature core and on the ratio of el. conductivities of the arc boundary and the centre.
Influence of Core Formation on the Form Factor
A cored arc is defined to consist of a high temperature inner cylinder and a lower temperature outer shell. If we transform such a radial temperature distribution into el. conductivity as a function of the arc radius the term cored arc applies as well. Fig. 1 shows the idealized function a(r)/a o =f(r) of such an arc specified by the conditions i for 0=<r<R 1 !=f(r) = for R~<r<R (28) a~ for R<r.
For this a distribution we shall use in the following the term "two channel arc model". Substitution of function (28) into (10) yields 2 (29) 2~z F*'-2 (l_p) (~_~L_I) +P Formula (29) is plotted in Fig. 2 .
As an illustration assume a low current arc of fixed normalized electrical conductivities of core and shell of 1 and p=0.1 resp. Let the radius of the core be R1 =0 initially. The form factor is then 2re Fe~ =0.5. As the diameter of the core of constant electrical conductivity ~/O'o = 1 grows with increasing current the form factor rises to a maximum value of 1.05 at a core radius of R 1 =0.35 R. Increasing the current further until the entire arc cylinder is filled with highly conductive plasma a form factor of 2~ Fol=0.5 is obtained again. The configuration of the two extremes -entirely low or completely high conductivity modecorrespond to the single channel model, described earlier (see also Fig. 5 ).
Next assume an arc of fixed core and shell radius. At a certain low current, core and shell should have the same normalized a/a o. Now as the current is increased let the conductivity of the core only increase. This means that the ratio p is decreasing from the initial value of 1 while the form factor is increasing from 0.5. In the limit as p approaches zero i.e. when the shell becomes negligible with respect to the core formula (29) changes to 2nFel=l[l+ln R 2 .
If in addition the core diameter approaches zero the form factor grows beyond limit. On the other hand if we take the two previous limits in reversed order the result is independent of p lim 2nFel= 89 (p arbitrary).
RI/R~O
In conclusion the form factor of our two channel model has a lower limit of 89 whereas mathematically no finite upper limit exists (see e.g. 2 ). This uncertainty of the magnitude of the form factor can be overcome by practical reasoning, which excludes the above extreme limits as experimentally unfounded. Consider for example the nitrogen arc for which a large amount of experimental data is available. Typical centre temperatures of a high current arc are of the order of 15 000 to 20000 ~ Because of saturation the electrical conductivity is about 100 (Ohm cm)-1 at these temperatures. Near the arc boundary the temperature decays very rapidly from about 7000 ~ to ambient. The cor-responding a varies from about 5 (Ohm cm)-1 to essentially zero. If we take these two extreme values as the mean conductivities of the core and the shell resp., their inverse ratio is p =0.05 giving according to Fig. 2 , the maximum of 2n Fo1=1.26. For intermediate and low current arcs similar typical values are found. They are also listed in Table 2 . More careful evaluation of the radial distribution of a of nitrogen arcs burning within the bore of the cascade arrangement and subsequent determination of the form factor according to (10) produced the data of Suppose now we would use the value 27z Fel = 1 then the max. relative error in the computation of the thermal conductivity according to (11) would be 23 70 due to the form factor plus an error contribution due to the derivative dP, JdTc. Relative to the spread of published thermal conductivities this appears to be quite an acceptable result, particularly in view of the simplicity of the method, which does not really require knowledge of the electrical conductivity a (T) or a (r) nor measurement of the entire temperature distribution, although the outcome can be improved thereby.
Similar results can be expected for other gases, for in cases of extreme coring (oxygen and SF6 arc) the lowest possible form factor is in agreement with Eq. (31) 2n _1 F,l-z, while an upper limit of 2n Fel=l.8 is obtained for an unlikely high ratio of mean electrical conductivities of core and shell of 100/1 with RI/R=O.163 (see Fig. 2 ).
Extreme ~ Distribution --Extreme Form Factor
It remains to verify that the two channel model and not some other configuration yields extreme values of the form factor. This proof is carried out in detail in an appendix to this paper, where it is shown that max. form factors (2~ Fc~)max =2 are given by the implicit relation -2~. e (32) P= 2)~+e-2~_ l As before p is the ratio of the normalized electrical conductivities of the shell and the core. Form. (32) represents the peak values of Fig. 2 . The associated core radii R 1 are
RI=Re -~.
(33)
The extrema of (32) are readily recognized. For p ~0 there results 2--r ~. Although in general p < 1 the largest value it can assume is one, i.e. the electrical conductivity at the arc boundary can at most become equal to that of the centre. In this case the single channel model (Fig. 5 ) with 2~ Fe~= 89 is obtained, which is shown in the appendix to be a minimal a distribution.
We conclude therefore that all arc models yield form factors between 89 and (2n Fcl)max corresponding to the single and two channel arc models respectively, Earlier it was found by practical reasoning and analysis of published data that the maximum form factor is limited. More particularly it does not exceed 1.5 in the case of the cascade stabilized arc in Nitrogen.
Although we can be quite content with the accuracy of the thermal conductivity obtained in the described manner it is desirable to determine the form factor more precisely. Work is proceeding in this direction.
Effect of Radiation on Determination of Thermal Conductivity
In deriving the form factor we have assumed a general radial distribution of the electrical conductivity a=aof(r), which made direct integration of Eq. (4) possible. If in addition we assume a general radial distribution of the specific radiation of an arc u(r) =u o g(r) also Eq. (1) can be integrated directly. Rewriting (1) in terms off(r) and g(r) we have
aof(r)E2_uog(r)= 1 d {rtc, dT]
(34)
r dr \ dr ]"
Proceeding similar as in section 2 (c.f. formulas (5) to (8)) we obtain after double integration, introduction of the total electric power (Eq. (7)) and the total radiated power given by
o the same simple result as before (compare formula (8)) R R 
Irf(r) lnR dr ~rg(r) lnR dr ro

F~t~-F.----=,r drc
Practical Application
To demonstrate our method of obtaining the thermal conductivity we have in absence of own measurements differentiated the power vs. T c curves of Fig. 3, ref. 6 and multiplied these results with a form factor 1 F 0 =-~-~-. These data are plotted in Fig. 3 . Assuming that the errors due to the form factor and of the power curves are 20% and 10% resp. and that differentiation increases the latter somewhat, a total relative error of 30% of i~* is not unlikely. Nevertheless the thermal conductivity obtained in this manner agrees reasonably well with other published data for Nitrogen (see e.g. lo, 11). Of particular interst in Fig. 3 first minimum, while the dissociation peak could not be obtained because of the limited range of the available measurements. Besides demonstrating the simplicity of the form factor method it is seen that also the error of the thermal conductivity obtained in this manner can be estimated. This is particularly important when more exotic gases are evaluated for which no other references as in the case of Nitrogen are available. In this appendix a mathematical investigation is made into the extrema of the form factor 2n Fel as given by (10).
As before the function f(r) describes the radial distribution of the electrical conductivity of a cylindrically symmetric arc. We impose the following conditions on the function f:
is decreasing from r=0 towards the arc boundary at r=R;
The set of all funcfionsf satisfying these conditions is denoted by F.
For convenience we write form. (10) . 300 -~.275 .225 The radial distribution f~ corresponds to the two channel are model as it has been drawn in Fig. 1 . The core radius is now RI=R e -~. In the point (Po, Qo) (2=0) the tangent to the boundary is parallel to the Q-axis, in the point (Poo, Qoo) (Z= o0) the tangent to the boundary is parallel to the P-axis. Eliminating ). in (A.6) we obtain
2Q-pR 2
which is the equation of the "right-hand half" of the boundary of D. Secondly, we determine min(P-2Q)=minS rf(r) In -2 dr.
(A.9)
This minimum will be obtained by choosing f(r) as small as possible in the interval 0 < r < R e -~-(where In R/r--~. > 0) and as large as possible in the interval Re -x < r < R (where In R/r--Z < 0), Suppose f(R e -z) = q with p < q <= 1, where q is still unknown for the moment. Then, in view of the functionf being decreasing the smallest possible value for f in the interval 0< r<R e -~ is equal to q. Similarly, the largest possible value forf in the interval R e -'~ < r < R is also equal to q. Hence, we obtain the minimizing function f* given by 1 when r=O f*(r)= q when 0<r<R (A.10) p when r=R.
A graph of the functionf~* is drawn in Fig. 5 . The figure corresponds to the single channel model. 
P-2Q= 88
(A.12)
The value of q has to be chosen in such a way that P-2Q as given by (A.12) becomes minimal. This choice depends on the sign of 1--22.
If 2<~, we have to choose q=p. The corresponding point in the (P, Q) plane is just the point (Poo, Qoo). Any line P-2Q=C with )l< 89 through this point is a tangent to the boundary of D.
If 2 > 89 we have to choose q= 1. In the (P, Q) plane we obtain as the corresponding point the point (Po, Qo)" Any line P--2Q= C with 1 > ~ through this point touches the boundary of D.
If 2=~ any choice of q in the interval p=< q=_< 1 leads to the minimum value of P--2Q. The corresponding points (P, Q) fill up the line segment connecting the points (P~, Q~) and (P0, Q0)-This line which has the equation 2P=Q forms the "lefthand half" of the boundary of D.
In conclusion, when f runs through F the corresponding points (P, Q) fill up the domain D which is bounded by the curves In order to obtain the maximum and minimum values of the form factor 2n Fel= P/Q we draw the tangents through the origin to the boundary of D. One of these tangents viz. the line 2P=Q coincides with the "left-hand half" of the boundary yielding the minimum value P 1 (2zCFel)min Q 2" (A.15)
The minimum is attained when f=f~ as given by (A.10) where q is arbitrary with p= q=< 1. Hence, the minimum corresponds to the single channel arc model. The second tangent through the origin touches the boundary of D to the "right". The equation of a tangent to the "right-hand half" of the boundary can be written as P-2Q=P~-2Q,~ where the tangent point (Pz, Q~) is given by (A.6). Now, 2 has to be chosen in such a way that the tangent passes through the origin, hence The corresponding form factor is 89 which is at the same time the upper and lower bound.
